
CONDITIONS FOR DIVING  
 
 

DIVER TRAINING / DIVER’S CERTIFICATIONS 
All divers will be required to show proof of diver training / certification by an internationally recognized Diver Training 
Agency upon arrival before they would be allowed to participate in any diving activity.  SMART also reserves the right to 
require a Scuba Skills Refresher Course for any diver who cannot provide proof of diving in the last 12 months and/or 
exhibits uncertainty in their skills.  Logbooks are highly recommended 
   
LIABILITY/RELEASE FORM (WAIVER) 
All guests will be required to sign a Liability/Release Form (Waiver) before or upon arrival and abide by all diving and safety 
rules of the resort. No diving or snorkeling activities will be permitted until the said form is signed and witnessed. 
 
WEATHER CONDITIONS 
We operate diving all year round but we cannot predict the weather conditions these days for scuba diving even for the best 
season. 
 
DIVING ON FIRST DAY AT RESORT - ORIENTATION 
The first dive at the Dive Resort on the day of arrival will be an orientation dive with a Divemaster.  This is required of all 
divers.  Please take note that there is NO Underwater Camera or Video allowed during the orientation dive.  Other jetty 
dives can be done on the first day under our UNLIMITED JETTY DIVES program.  First day diving is depends on your arrival 
time to the resort. 
 
We constantly remind all our valued guests that the future of the reef is in their hands, they are told not to touch, lift, 
remove or damage any of the flora and fauna of the reef. 
 
DIVING SCHEDULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
* Boat Dives 
There are three (3) boat dives a day, two in the morning and one in the afternoon.  It is a combination dive at nearby 
dive sites making a total of 3 dives per day.  Each boat goes out with a boatman and Divemaster.  All dive sites and dive 
schedules will be arranged at the discretion of the resort Management.   
 
Our dive boats will depart to the dive sites every morning at 8.00 to 9.00 am and return to Sipadan-Mabul Resort after the 
3rd dive, around 4.00 p.m.  Divers will return to the resort for their meals after every dive.  If you are diving at Sipadan 
Island you will be there the whole day, lunch will be served on site.   
 
The number of dive is limited to avoid overcrowding; therefore, visits must be arranged well in advance.  Divers on their 
first visit to Sipadan are briefed before they take the plunge. 
 
* Additional Day Dives 
In order to cover the entire dive sites it is recommended at least one week stay at the resort.  If you would like to do 
additional day diving besides the normal 3 boat dives then the diving rate is RM 106.00 per dive/per diver. This must be 
arranged in advance with the dive master.  You will be required to sign a separate Liability/Release Form (Waiver).   
 
*Unlimited Jetty Dives 
Besides the three (3) boat dives, unlimited jetty dives may be carried out daily on Mabul’s House Reef.  These jetty dives 
can only start after your morning boat dive, unless you choose not to go on the morning boat dive; then you may dive 
anytime after 7.00am.  Your last jetty dive has to be planned in such a way as to exit the water by 9.00 p.m. 
  (See also Night Diving section below) 
For jetty dive, you are required to dive with a buddy and sign out with our personnel on duty.  NO DIVEMASTERS WILL 
ACCOMPANY JETTY DIVES, unless prior arrangements are made. 
 
 
To Pay & Dive on the Spot 
For certified divers who purchase non-diver package wishes to pay and dive on the spot the additional charge is RM 
170.00 per dive per person includes the use of dive boat, tank with air, weights, weight belt and the services of 
divemaster on sharing basis.  This must be arranged in advance and pay locally. 
 
Whilst for the unlimited house reef diving with buddy is RM 85.00 per dive per person includes the use of tank with 
air, weights and weight belt. This must be arranged in advance and pay locally. 
 
*Buddy System and Depth Limitations 
As per most Training Agency's teachings, all dives must be with a buddy; no solo diving is allowed.  Depth on any dive 
shall be limited to a maximum of 140 feet (40 meters), of course taking into account any residual nitrogen time already 
acquired. 
 



*Surface Intervals 
For safety measures, a mandatory minimum 60 minutes surface interval is required before the next consecutive dive, 
regardless of whether you are diving by a computer or by tables. 
 
*Night Diving 
To Night Dive, divers must show proof of night diving in the form of certification cards or logbooks documenting such 
dives.   If no proof is available, divers who wish to night dive will be required to take an introduction OR certification 
course in night diving at an additional cost.  Night Divers must exit the water by 9.00 p.m. (2100 hrs). 
 
Night dive is exceptionally good at Mabul walls where one could easily encounter Lobsters, Crocodile Fish and 
occasionally large Cuttlefish.  The boat leaves for Mabul night dive at around 6.00 - 6.30 p.m. and dinner will be 
served after the dive. 
 
Night dives can be scheduled whenever a diver wants to do one the following evening at extra charge.   
 
A diver doing their first night diving will be required to do an introduction to night diving prior to the dive. 
 
Rates for night diving with boat on Mabul Island is RM 286.00 per dive/per boat from 1-2 Divers and if there are 3 
divers and above the rate is RM 106.00 per diver/per dive.  This will be charged locally. 
 
FLYING AFTER DIVING (LAST DAY AT RESORT) 
The latest recommendation from DAN, Training Agencies etc., indicates that you should wait a minimum of 12 hours 
and sometimes up to 24 hours after diving before you fly.  However, SMART recognizes that people, agencies, and 
even computers and tables differ on this.  If you choose to dive on the day you leave and fly, you will be required to 
sign a separate Liability/Release Form (Waiver) to do this.  You will only be able to do one morning dive at 8.00am at 
Mabul Island; however, this is at the discretion of the resort Management.  The extra charge for the dive on last day 
is RM 106.00 per person/per dive. 
 
FINAL DISCRETION 
SMART reserves final discretion on who may or may not do any type of diving we offer, based on a diver's shown 
abilities, experience, etc.  If a diver is or becomes physically incapacitated by injuries, illness, intoxication, 'hangovers', 
etc., we reserve the right to stop this person from diving. 
 


